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Emergence of Fast Local Dynamics on Cooling toward the Ising Spin Glass Transition
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We present a detailed Monte Carlo evaluation of the equilibrium distribution of local spin-flip rates
and local energies in the paramagnetic phase of thed  2 and d  3 6 J Ising spin glass. Both
quantities are spatially heterogeneous, and we find that the shapes of the distributions change dramati-
cally with decreasing temperature. In particular as temperature decreases we find that for an increasing
fraction of spins the local spin-flip rate and local energyincreaseas the glass transition is approached.
[S0031-9007(97)03050-0]
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Despite ongoing efforts to understand the glass tra
sition—both in liquids with self-induced frustration, and
in spin glasses with quenched disorder—the relationsh
between local structure, local dynamics, and global r
laxation is still poorly understood [1]. A number of re
cent studies have reported the observation of anomal
fast relaxation processes which appear as the glass t
sition is approached. For example, spatially heterog
neous, enhanced rotational and/or translational diffusi
has been reported just above the glass transition temp
ture in supercooled orthoterphenyl [2], polystyrene [3
and polyvinylacetate [4]. Also, the emergence of hig
frequency modes has been observed in experiments on
percooled liquids [5–7] and in the paramagnetic phase
an insulating spin glass [8]. Both the microscopic origi
of these fast processes, in particular, and in general
relationship between glass-forming systems with annea
(self-induced) and quenched disorder are currently top
of intense research.

One of the most commonly studied models of a syste
with quenched disorder is the Ising spin glass [9].
this Letter, we use Monte Carlo computer simulation
of the Ising spin glass to test if this model exhibit
any anomalous fast relaxation processes as tempera
T decreases toward the spin glass transition temperat
Tsg. To this end, we show how the quenched disord
of this system gives rise to spatial heterogeneities in t
local energy and local dynamics, and we evaluate t
distribution of values characterizing these heterogeneiti
Although the average spin-flip rate and average energy
the system decrease asT ! Tsg from above, we observe
the emergence of local regions in the paramagnetic ph
of the Ising spin glass for which the local spin-flip rat
and energyincreaseasT ! Tsg from above.

We use Monte Carlo computer simulations to stud
the Ising spin glass, described by the Hamiltonia
H  2

P
kijl siJijsj , on a square (dimensiond  2) and

simple cubic sd  3d lattice. (The external magnetic
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field is zero.) Lattices are prepared by randomly a
signing exchange interactionsJij  6J to the edges of
the lattice, and placing on the vertices (sites) Ising spi
s with valuess  61. The sum inH is taken over all
nearest-neighbor (nn) pairs of sites.

For this model the transition temperaturekTsgyJ  0
and .1.1 in d  2 and d  3, respectively [10]. Our
simulations are performed using the heat-bath Mon
Carlo algorithm [11] with periodic boundary conditions
for lattices of size642 sd  2d and 163 sd  3d. Indi-
vidual spins are updated in random order. Simulatio
are performed forT ranging fromkTyJ  1.2 to 3.0 in
d  2, and fromkTyJ  1.6 to 6.0 in d  3, wherek
is Boltzmann’s constant. The results presented here
obtained for one particular randomhJijj configuration for
the quenched disorder. Simulations using different ra
dom hJijj configurations confirm that the quantities evalu
ated here are not affected by the particular choice ofhJijj.

For the present study, ensuring equilibration at allT
simulated is particularly important, both globally and m
croscopically. Depending onT , between3 3 105 and
2 3 107 Monte Carlo steps (MCS) are used for equil
bration. Time averages for all quantities are evaluat
for up to 2 3 107 MCS following equilibration. We
confirm in the following ways that these run times ar
sufficient to establish equilibrium and to evaluate equilib
rium properties. First, we evaluate the equilibrium tim
average ofsi at each sitei, ksil, and require that the
run time be sufficiently long so thatjksilj , 0.04 for all
i. Second, we evaluate the spin autocorrelation functi
qstd ; s1yNd

P
i ksis0dsistdl, whereN is the total num-

ber of sites andt is the time [9]. We ensure that our run
times are at least 3 orders of magnitude longer than
time taken forqstd to decay to less than 0.01 [12].

The spatial arrangement of local energies and loc
spin-flip rates in thed  2 Ising spin glass atkTyJ  1.2
is shown in Fig. 1. At each sitei, the instantaneous
energy Ei  2

P
j siJijsj , where j labels the nn’s of
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Equilibrium spatial distributions ofei (left panel) and
ni (right panel) ind  2 for kTyJ  1.2. High values ofei
andni are shown in white, low values in black.

i. Quenched disorder induces the time average ofEi in
equilibrium,ei , to be spatially heterogeneous as shown
Fig. 1(a) [13]. Next we define the local frequency or spin
flip rate ni to be the number of flips observed for spini,
divided by the total observation time.ni is therefore the
equilibrium probability, per MCS, for spini to flip. Like
ei , ni is spatially heterogeneous, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

FIG. 2. Psed versuse for various T (a) in d  2, and (b)
in d  3. Insets:s and g for Psed plotted versusT for (a)
d  2 and (b)d  3.
in
-

In Fig. 2 we show the normalized probability densi
Psed for a site to have an average energye, for several
T . Tsg. We find that Psed displays a rich set of
behaviors as a function ofT . For example, distinct peaks
and shoulders are evident both ind  2 and d  3.
These features are each associated with a particular
of local interaction environment generated on the latt
in any randomhJijj configuration [14]. Moreover, we
observe that the shape ofPsed changes significantly as
T decreases, even for values ofT well aboveTsg. As
shown in the insets of Fig. 2, both the standard deviat
s and skewnessg characterizingPsed are increasing as
T ! Tsg [15].

In Fig. 3 we present the probability densityPsnd for
a site to have an average spin-flip raten, for several
T . Tsg. As for Psed, Psnd also displays distinct peaks
and shoulders [14]. The shape ofPsnd also changes
dramatically for values ofT well aboveTsg, with s and
g increasing asT ! Tsg (see insets).

To examine the correlation betweenn ande, in Fig. 4
we plot the value ofn against e for each site in

FIG. 3. Psnd versusn for variousT (a) in d  2, and (b) in
d  3. Insets:s and g for Psnd versusT for (a) d  2 and
(b) d  3.
3395
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FIG. 4. Scatter plot ofn versus e for all sites at various
values ofkTyJ (a) in d  2, and (b) ind  3.

the system, for variousT [16]. As expected from the
distributions in Figs. 2 and 3, Fig. 4 shows an increasin
spread in the range of bothn ande asT decreases. Also,
we find that at highT , a given value ofn correlates
well to a specific value ofe. As T decreases, the
lowest and highest values ofn and e remain strongly
correlated. However, at intermediate values ofe, a given
e corresponds to a broad spectrum ofn values, which
widens further with decreasingT . This last effect occurs
because the correlation length is increasing asT decreases
towardTsg, hencen values are influenced by interaction
beyond the nn interactions quantified bye.

Notably, we see from Fig. 4 the emergence at lowT of
high spin-flip rate, high energy sites whosen and e are
larger than those observed for any other sites at higheT
in the range simulated. That is, for some sitesn and e

are nonmonotonic functions ofT [17].
To highlight this behavior, we subdivide the ordered s

of e values found for a particularT into 100 subgroups
or “centiles”: the 100th centile contains the top 1% o
e values, the 99th centile contains the next highest 1
and so on down to the 1st centile which contains th
lowest 1% ofe values. Letek be the average value of
e for the kth centile. We make an analogous definitio
for nk, the average value ofn for the kth centile of the
ordered set ofn values. In Fig. 5 we plotek andnk for
k  91, 92, . . . , 100 along with the average spin-flip rate
knl and average energykel for the whole system, as a
function of T for d  2 and d  3. We see that while
knl and kel decrease monotonically with decreasingT ,
for the spins with the very highestn ande values, these
quantities first decrease, but then increase asT decreases.
In bothd  2 andd  3 at the lowestT we simulate, the
highest 5% of locale values, and the highest 1%–2% ofn

values, are increasing asT decreases. This nonmonotoni
behavior is consistent with that found forg shown in
Figs. 2 and 3.
3396
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FIG. 5. As a function ofT are plottedek s≤d and kel s±d in
(a) d  2 and (b)d  3; andnk s≤d and knl s±d in (c) d  2
and (d)d  3. In all plots, the curvess≤d for the kth centile
are shown, from bottom to top, fork  91, 92, . . . , 100. Hence
the topmost curve is the average of the highest 1% of value
for the indicated quantity,e or n.

The trend of the curves in Fig. 5 suggests that an
even greater fraction of sites will show this behavior as
T ! Tsg. That is, as the glass transition is approache
from above there is a subset of sites in the Ising spin glas
that exhibit an increasingly fast dynamics, despite the
fact that the global relaxation of the system is becoming
increasingly slow. This phenomenon can be understoo
by considering, as an extreme case, a sitei whose nn’s
spinsj tend toward a relatively slow flipping, low energy
configuration asT ! Tsg in which the local field at site
i, hi 

P
j Jijsj  0. In this case, the spin at sitei will

flip quite frequently even at lowT since such flips will
not change the energy of the system.

In a recent experiment by Bitkoet al. [8], the magnetic
susceptibility was measured over 8 decades of frequenc
for an insulating Ising spin glass LiHo0.167Y0.833F4. The
results showed that the approach toTsg upon cooling
could be detected from the high frequency behavior alone
Similar to this, and several other recent experimenta
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studies [2–7] we have shown here that the Ising spin gla
model also exhibits a fast local relaxation that indicate
the approach to the glass transition.
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